We construct a generalization of the usual module of indecomposables for the mod 2 cohomology of a finite //-space. Structure theorems are obtained regarding how the Steenrod algebra acts on this module.
Any information about c2even also gives information about <oeven. The relation of Qeven to Qeven IS determined by the following exact sequence. Consider the Frobenius squaring map £: H* -> //*, |(x) = x2.
Then £//* is a sub-Hopf algebra. We will see in §2 that we have a short exact sequence (1.1) 0 -QiH* -+ t?even -» (2even -> 0 of Steenrod modules. Because of (1.1) we call Q the extended module of indecomposables. Working with Qeven rather than c7even is roughly equivalent to working with a simple system of generators for //*. Our structure theorems for geven tell how even degree simple generators are tied together via Steenrod operations. Our results are modelled on those obtained by Thomas in [14 and 15] . In those papers he worked under the hypothesis that H* is primitively generated and obtained powerful structure theorems for the action of stf (2) on Q. Given « > 0 let n = T,s>0ns2s be its binary expansion. We will say that 2* e n if ns # 0 and 2s £ n if ns = 0. Thomas proved Sq2'en = 0 if2s£n, Q" = SqrQ"r if V £ n and 2s < n.
We will prove the following weaker version. It is a simple consequence of 1.2(b) that Corollary 1.3. Let (A, p) be a mod2 finite H-space. Then Qewn is generated on (2)byLl>2Q2'-2.
Actually, we will prove 1.3 in the process of proving 1.2 (see §5) . So it is probably more accurate to call 1.2 a consequence of 1.3. It should be noted that the above results apply to Qeven = Qevm/Q£H*. However, it does not seem possible to prove Theorem 1.2 for geven separately. Our arguments force us to work with the more general structure of Qeven. Also, we will require a knowledge of g6"6", not just (?even, for the arguments in [6] . This paper has seven more sections. In §2 we establish some facts about H* and Hm. In § §3-6 we use secondary operations to prove results about the action of s/(2) on (2even. Our results and proofs are modelled on those of Lin in [8] . In § §7 and 8 we then use these results to prove Theorem 1.2. The main new idea in our proof is the systematic use of Wall's description of s/(2) in [16] .
Throughout this paper (X,p) will be a mod2 finite //-space. By a //-space we mean a pointed topological space A having the homotopy type of a connected CW complex of finite type together with a base-point preserving map p: X X X -* X with two sided homotopy unit. An //-space is mod 2 finite if H * is finite. We will be assuming a knowledge of Hopf algebra theory. We refer the reader to [13] for details. This paper is a revised and greatly expanded version of a previous paper. I would like to thank the referee of that previous version for pointing out an error in my proof of property (1.1).
2. The module of indecomposables. We begin with some facts about the mod 2 homology and cohomology of mod 2 finite //-spaces. There is a duality between H* and H\ as Hopf algebras over srf (2) . This induces a duality between Q = QH* and P = PH*, the module of primitives. The action of stfffL) on H+, and on P, is the right action obtained by duality from the left action of s# (2) on //* and on Q. So (a8, x) = (a, Ox) for any a e //*, x e H* and 8 e j/ (2) . In Q we have the restrictions Lemma 2.1. Q4" = 0 for n 7*1. For all of the above facts consult [5] . We now use the above facts plus some Hopf algebra arguments to demonstrate that the module c2even described in §1 satisfies the properties stated there. The exactness of (1.1) follows from the next two lemmas. Lemma 2.6. 0 -» Q£H* -» Q -* Q is exact in all degrees.
Proof. Choose a Borel decomposition of H* with generators {x,}. Then the elements {x,} U {x,Xj =£ 0} give a basis of Q2H*. It is an easy coalgebra argument to show that Q = kex{p*: Q2H* -» Q ® Q) has a basis consisting of the elements {xf # 0} plus a subset of {*,}. Q.E.D. Lemma 2.7 . £)even -> geven is surjective.
Proof. Pick x e Q2k. We want to show that x has a representation x e H* such that p*x = 0 in Q ® Q. Pick a basis 36 of Q. Then 36 O S6 is a basis of Q ® Q.
Expand p*x e Q ® Q in terms of this basis. Given u e 36 then (*) u ® u does not appear in p*x. Given u, v e 36 then (**)
w ® v appears in p*x if and only if v ® u appears in p*x.
These restrictions follow from 2.3 and 2.4. We can use them to rewrite x so that px = 0 in Q ® Q. For if u ® v (and hence v ® u) appears in p*x, replace x by x -u'v' where u' and v' axe any representative in H* for u and u. Q.E.D. Lastly we want to show Lemma 2.8. SqlQ™n = 0.
Proof. By 2.6 the map Qodd -» C2°dd is injective. Lemma 2.8 is then a corollary of 2.5. Q.E.D.
3. Relations ins/(2). Our argument will require various relations ins/(2). We will think of s/(2) in terms of Milnor's description (see [12] 2) . Given an exponential sequence R = (rx, r2,...) let £(A) = £rxl£r22 ■ ■ -££*. Then {1(A)} is a Z/2 basis of ^+ (2) . Dualizing we obtain a basis {Sq*} of s/(2). In particular, §q(n,o,o,...) _ Sq^ tne usuaj Steenrod operation. The operations {Sq"} obey a complicated multiplication rule which can be obtained by dualizing (3.2) . All of the following relations can be established by using this rule of multiplication.
Let A* = 0,...,0,1,0,...) (1 is in the kth position). Then SqA* is dual to £k. The operations {SqA'} satisfy the relations SqA«SqA< = SqA<SqA\ s, t > 1, (3'3) (SqA')2 = 0, S>1.
In addition they satisfy the recursive relation (3 4) MMSqA-' = Sq2' SqA> + SqA* Sq2', s > 1.
For any m > 0 and j>lwe have the relation
1<(<s-l
In particular, if we choose s large, then the final term is trivial (Sq' = 0 for i < 0) and, so we have (3.6) Sq2m+1= £Sq2m-2' + 2SqA<.
t>i
Since Sq2*+' _1 Sq2'"'*-2' = 0 we can modify (3.6) in the case 2m = 2s + 1k + 2J -2 to obtain
Identities of the type (3.5) and (3.6) can be generalized. For any R = (rx, r2,...) and s ^ 1 there is the relation (3.8) SqA-Sq* = Sq*SqA-+ £ Sq^'Sq*-2**'.
;>0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (Here 2JA, = (0,0,... ,0,2J,0,...) with 2s occurring in the ith position, and Sq*~2'A = 0 if r, < 2s.) We can deduce from (3.8) that, for each R and s ^ 1, there exists a relation of the form (3.9) SqA-Sq* = Sq*SqA-+ £Sq*>SqAv, where t, > s. There are some cruder relations which we will also have need of. Let (8X,.. .,8k) be the two sided ideal of s/(2) generated by 6X,... ,6k.
(3.10) Sq2*Sq2'* = 0 mod £ (Sq2') for A: odd,
First of all, these relations hold mod(Sq1, Sq2,... ,Sq2"'). j/(2)/(Sq\ Sq2,..., Sq2'"') = s/(2) as algebras, where Sq2+' e s/(2)/(Sq1, Sq2,... ,Sq2' ) corresponds to Sq2' e s/(2). And in s/(2) we have the relation Sq1 Sq* = 0 for k odd and Sq1 Sq2A = Sq2A + 1. Secondly, any element 8 e (Sq1, Sq2,... ,Sq2' ) having degree = 0mod 2s must have at least one of {Sq1, Sq2,..., Sq2' } appearing twice when we expand 8 as a polynomial in the indecomposable operations {Sq2 },>0.
4. Secondary operations. The main tool of the next two sections will be secondary operations. For the general theory of such operations see [7 or 17] . For the specific predecessors of the mod 2 arguments which we will employ in this paper see [4,5 and 8] . In this section we summarize various facts which will be required in applying our secondary operations. We will also describe some of the arguments which we will be employing.
The main structure theorem for secondary operations is the following Theorem 4.1. Let (A, p) be an H-space. Pick x e H2" and B c //*, a sub-Hopf algebra invariant undersf (2) , where p*x e B ® B. Suppose that in degree 2n -\6\ + 1 we have the relation Otherwise (a2, <j>(y)) = (a ® a, p<j>(y)) = (a ® a, x ® x) ¥= 0. The fact that (a ® a)a, ¥= 0 for some i forces operations fxoms/(2) to act nontrivially on a (use the Cartan formula). Dualizing, we have s/(2) acting nontrivially on Q. This is the manner in which we will study the Steenrod module structure of Q.
Any application of Theorem 4.1 involves verifying the hypothesis of the theorem. Supppose we have x = 8y and a relation Sq2" + 1 = zZa,b,. If 8 ¥= 1 (and thusy + x) it is generally very difficult to pick representatives x, y e H* and an invariant Hopf algebra B c H* such that x £ B, p*x e B = B and b,y e B ■ B. So let us restrict our attention to the case 8 = l,y = x. Assume we have x e Q2" and a fixed relation Sq2" + 1 = E,aA. For proofs of these lemmas see [3, 3.1, 3.2] . We can use these lemmas to prove, that in many instances, b,x a. B B. Suppose x e H* is a representative for x e Q c Q2H*. Then b,x a Q as well. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 5. Proof of Theorem 1.2, part I. In this section we obtain a great deal of information about (2even-In particular we prove that (2even is generated over s/(2) by T.S>2Q2 ~2. The results and proofs of this section are modelled on those of Lin in [8] .
In this section we prove the results of [8] without using the hypothesis that //" is associative. We will prove Theorem 5.1. Ifk > 1 ands > 1, then Q21*1^2''2 c Imsq2S + ImSq2'*.
It is a simple consequence of 5.1 that Corollary 5.2. t?even is generated overs/(2) by EJ>2£>2' 2.
Another, less obvious, consequence of 5.1 is Corollary 5.3. Ifk > 1 ands > 1, then Sq2'Q2'*'k + 2"-2 = 0. In the last identity Sqlk + 2Q2k = 0 sinces/(2) acts unstably while Sq2* + 1 Sq1^2* = 0 by 2.8. (C) The case x e Q£H*. To deal with this case we must pass from Q to a subquotient module Q of Q2H*. Let <2odd = [x e QfdH*\p*x e Q066 ® Qewn),
Obviously Q cz Q. Let Q be the quotient algebra
By naturality .plus the fact that Sq1^"™ = 0, the action of s/(2) on Q2H* induces an action on Q. As in 2.8 Sq1^6™" -0. So there is an induced action of s/(2) on Q.
We have a short exact sequence (5.5) 0 -* QIH* -^Q^Q^O in degrees * 0mod4. (In degrees 4k the map Q£H* -> Q is trivial.) The proof of exactness is an extension of the proof given in 2.6 and 2.7 for the exactness of (1.1).
By comparing (5.5) with (1.1) it follows that the natural map C?even -> C?even -> Qevcn induces an isomorphsm.
(5.6) £even = Qeven ass/(2) modules in degrees m 0mod4.
We now deal with the case x g Q^H*. We will prove that Q£H* c Q satisfies the following strengthened version of 5.1.
Lemma 5.7. C22"'* + 2'-2(|//*) c ImSq2'*.
Proof. By (5.6) we can replace Q by Q and consider Q£H* c Q. Given x g Q£H* c Q, by (5.5) we have x = y2 foxy g Q2'k + 2' '-\Yhen
The second identity is relation (3.7) . For the last identity we use Corollary 5.4 (for s' < s) to deduce gy'*+r-2 nImSq2-*+2--2' = 0 (i<t<s -2) and 5.4 plus the identity SqA-+ Sq2'"1 = Ei<lX,_iSq2'~2'SqA' to deduce that f22' + '* + 2'-2 n Im(SqA-+ Sq2'"1) = 0.
(D) The case k>l and x + 0 in Q. Suppose x G Fq+,Q, x G FqQ. We can assume, by induction, that Theorem 5.1 holds for FqQ in the case of our fixed s. As in §4 pick g H2"'k + 2'-2, B = B(q) c H* and a e Pr+ik+2>-2, where x £ B, p*(x) G B ® B, (a,x)¥=0 and (a, B) = 0. We want to show that aSq2' ^ 0 or aSq2'* ¥= 0. We will suppose the opposite and force a2 ¥= 0, a contradiction to Lemma 2.4. To show that a2 =f= 0 we will use the secondary operation <j> associated with the relation
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The operation is defined on x. Namely Lemma 5.8. (i) SqA<(x) g B B.
(ii)Sq2'"*-2'(x)G/?-/5.
Proof. By 4.4 we need only show
SqA'(3c) = Sq2'+'*-2'(3c) = 0 in Q. For the identity SqA,(3c) = 0 use 4.5. For the second identity we need only
(Here (Sq2) denotes the ideal generated by Sq2.) For it follows from Corollary 5.4 (for 5' < s) plus 2.8 that Q2'*2k-2 n Im(Sq2')2 = 0 when 1 < i < s. So let us prove (5.8.1). By (3.11) we have
Also, we have
(Here we use the assumption that 5.1 is true for k' > k is as well as the assumption that k > 1). Writing Sq2'"**"1'^) = Sq2'*2*"1'^) + Sq2'(z) we have
For the last equality we use (3.10). By combining (5.8.2) and (5.8.3) we deduce (5.8.1). Q.E.D.
We will prove that a2 =£ 0 by showing (a2, <p(x)) # 0. By 4.1 we have (5.9) u*<b(x) = x ® x + £ ImSq2'+'* + 2'-2'+ Im(SqA-+ Sq2'""1).
<f<s
We want to show that a ® a annihilates all the terms in the right-hand side of (5.9) except x ® x. For then (a2, 4>(x)) = (p*(a ® a), <j>(x)) = (a ® a, p*<t>(x)) = (a ® a, x ® x) + 0.
By Corollary 5.4 (for s' < s) plus our assumption that aSq2' = aSq2' '* = 0 we have Lemma 5.10. a Sq2' = 0 unless 2i = 0 mod 2*+1.
Lemma 5.11. (a ® «)(SqA-+l + Sq2'""1) = 0.
Proof. By (3.2)
On the other hand, for 1 < / < .s (a ® a)Sq2'"-2'SqA'= £ (a Sq2" ® a Sq2") SqA' = 0.
The first identity follows from the Cartan formula plus 2.5. The second identity follows from 5.10. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.12. (a ® a)Sq2'"*+2'-2' = 0/orl < t < 5.
Proof. Expand
(i) i and j odd. Since i +j > 2s + lk and aSq2'* = 0 it follows that either i or j > 2sk. Suppose i > 2sk. Then i = 2sk + q, 0 < q < 2s -1. (To derive the upper bound on q we use the fact that s/(2) acts unstably on //*.) We will show that a Sq' = 0 for each value of q.
(a) q = 2r -1. We have the relation aSq2"*+2'-i _ £ aSq2'* + r-2'SqA< + a(SqA"> + Sq2'"-1) Sq2'*-2'.
1 <Kr By 5.10, plus the assumption that aSq2 * = 0, it follows that every term in the right-hand side is trivial. In particular, we must expand
to make use of 5.10.
(b) q ¥= 2r -1. By an argument similar to the above, aSq2'k + q = 0. We use relation (3.3) plus 5.10.
(ii) /' andy even. By 5.10 we can reduce to the case i=j = 0mod25 + 1. Since i + j = 2s + lk + 2s -2' we must have s = t. So i = 2s+lk' and j = 2s+lk", where k' + k" = k. Since s/(2) acts unstably we can eliminate all cases except k = 21, k' = k" = /. This case can also be eliminated since we are assuming that a Sq2"* = 0.
Q.E.D.
(E) The case k = 1 and x * 0 in Q. Suppose x g Fq+XQ, x G FqQ. We can assume, by induction, that Theorem 5.1 holds for the elements of FqQ in the case 5. As in §4 pick a representative x G //2'"+2'"2, B = B(q) c //*, and a G P2*+i + r_2, where x G B, p*(x) g B ® B, (a, x) # 0 and (a, B) = 0. We want to show that a Sq2' # 0. It suffices to show that a Sq2* # 0 for some k > 0. For, then, a Sq2' * 0 for some i > 1. We can eliminate 1 > s since s/(2) acts unstably on //*. We can eliminate i < s by Corollary 5.4 (for s' < s).
Our proof will be any contradiction. We will assume that aSq2* = 0 for k > 0 and show that a2 + 0, contradicting Lemma 2.4. First of all, we have Lemma 5.13. IfdegSq* = landaSqR # 0, then I = T' -1 andaSqR = aSq2'_1.
Proof. First of all, k is odd. For we can assume Sq* = Sq2'1 Sq2'2 • • • Sq2'. Since a Sq2* = 0 for k > 0 we have ix = 0. But then, by 2.5, i2,. ..,ir axe even. Second, we can write Sq" = SqASqR' for some i > 1 and R'. By iterating relation (3.5) we can reduce SqR to the case Sq* = Sq*'SqA' for some i > 1 and R'. If aSqR SqA-# 0 then, by 2.5 plus the assumption that aSq2* = 0, we can force Sq" = 1. Finally, using the relation SqA' = Sq2'-1 + E><,Sq2'-2'SqA^wehaveaSqA' = aSq2'1.
On the other hand, we must have Lemma 5.14. a Sq* * 0 for some fc > 1.
Proof. We use the secondary operation associated with the relation We now repeat the arguments used to prove Lemma 5.14 with enough significant modifications to deduce not just that aSq* # 0 but that aSq2* ¥= 0. Replace the relation (*) used in 5.14 with the relation
The use of this relation demands a more subtle choice of the representative x g H2'* +2*~2 and the sub-Hopf algebra B c //*. Suppose Proof.
First of all, the map QeveD(B) -> Qeven(H*) is surjective in degrees < 2s+ l + 2s -4. For, by our induction hypothesis, Theorem 5.1 holds in degree < 2s+ 1 + 2s -2. Thus Corollary 5.2 holds in degree < 2s+l + 2s -2. Therefore, to prove surjectivity, it suffices to show that the B(q) which appears in B can be chosen with q > 2s + l -2. By 5.13, x can only be hit by the Steenrod powers Sq2'-1. Since s/(2) acts unstably we can also assume that i < s. So x G B(2S+1 -2).
Second, the map Qeven(B) -* geven(//*) is injective in degrees < 2s + l + 2s -4.
Pick an indecomposable b G Beven of degree < 2S + 1 + 2s -2. Let B' be the sub-Hopf algebra of B generated by the elements of degree < |Z>|. Thus 0 ¥= b g P(B//B') c P(H*//B'). The rows are exact by 4.10 of [13] . Thus, by 5.18 g is injective in degrees 4/ < 2! + 2 + 2s+ 1 -8. Since B//£H* -* H*//^H* is an injective map between exterior Hopf algebras it follows that ri is injective in all degrees. (Use an argument License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use similar to that used to prove 5.17.) Thus/is injective in degrees 4i < 2S + 2 + 2s -8.
Since Q4'(H*) = 0 for i (see 2.1) the lemma follows. Q.E.D. For the first equality use (3.11) . In the second equality Sq2'* + 2'(y) = 0 since s/(2) acts unstably. Corollary 5.4 is an easy consequence of the Adem relations plus the fact that Corollary 5.3 holds for s' < s.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.2, part II. Our next result about Q is easier to express if we dualize. Let P = the dual Steenrod module to Q. We know from 5.1 that given 0 ¥= a G />2> + 'A: + 2'-2' tnen either aSq2' + 0 ox aSq2* =h 0. In this section we will prove Theorem 6.1. Given 0 * a a P2,+ l + 2,_2, where t > s, then aSq2* ¥= 0 for 2k > 2s.
The quotient map Q -» Q dualizes to give an inclusion P a P. We can restrict to the case a g P c P. For, by 5.7, Q2'*1 + 2'~2£H* c Im Sq2'. Thus it suffices to prove Theorem 6.2. Given 0 * a g P2'+1 + 2'-2' where t > s > 2, then aSq2k # 0 for 2k > 2s.
Our argument for proving 6.2 is closely modelled on that from (E) of §5. Our proof is by contradiction. We will assume that aSq2* = 0 for2fc>2s.
We will show that a2 =t= 0 contradicting Lemma 2. (Again, the last equality depends on the fact that we are working on Q.) Since a2 = 0 it follows from (**) and (***) that we must have (a® a)Sq2'" + 2'"2'*0 for i < f.
So (a ® a)Sq2* * 0 for some 2fc ^ 2' + 2s. By the Cartan formula aSq* # 0 for k > 2'"1 + 2s-1. Since t > s v/e have k > 2s. Q.E.D.
We now set about forcing our contradiction a2 + 0. Our argument is an analogue of that used to prove 6.4. Replace the relation (*) used in the proof of 6.4 with
The use of this relation demands a more subtle choice of a representative x e Z/2'" + 2'"2 and of the sub-Hopf algebra B c //*. Suppose {a,FqQ) = 0, (a,Fq+,Q)*0.
Pick x G Fq+,Q, where (a, 3c) = 0. Next choose y g Q2'* +2'-3; where Sq:y = Jc, y g Fq+XQ and y £ FqQ. We must justify such a choice. Write x = Sq* z, where deg z = q + 1. It follows from Lemma 6.4 that degSq* > 2s. It then follows from Lemma 6.3 that degSq*is odd. So Sq* = SqA'Sq*' for some /' > 1. Thus
For the last equality, observe that 6.2 forces Sq2A' ' = Sq2'. This is clearly impossible (s 3* 2!). So lety = Sq2A-' Sq*(z). The first two properties of y are immediate.
The third property is forced by the fact that 3c £ F Q.
Let B = the sub-Hopf algebra, invariant under s/(2), generated by B(q) and £//*. Then (a, B) =0 and we can choose representativesy and x = Sq1 y fory and 3c = Sq1 y so that x £ B and p*y g B ® B. The operation <£ associated to (6.5) is defined ony. First of all, by 5.3 and 4.4 we have Lemma 6.6. Sq^Sq1 y a-B B.
Lemma 6.7. SqA' y g 2? -Bfor2 < i < t.
To show Lemma 6.7 requires more work than for Lemma 6.6. The argument mimics those from 5. 16-5.19 . As in 5. 16 we show License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Observe that deg y = 2' + 1 + 2s -3 and degSqA-< 2' -1. So degSqA' y < 2' + 1 + 2' + 2s -4. Thus the above two results suffice to prove Lemma 6.7. In proving the above results there is only one point at which a new argument must be introduced to supplement those given in §5. When we prove (b) we first show Q2iB = Q2'H* for 2/ < 2' + 2'-1 + V~l -2.
The proof follows that in 5.17. However, to apply that argument we need to know that the B(q) which appears in B can be chosen with q ^ 2' -2. So we want to eliminate the possibility of x = Sq* z, where degSq* > 2' + 2s. By 6.3 Sq*has odd degree. So Sq* = Sq* SqA' for some i. By iterating (3.8) we can further reduce to the case Sq* = Sq* Sq4, for some i. Then, by 6.3, we can assume either Sq* = SqA' (i>r+l), or Sq*=Sq2'SqA-(i > t + 1).
Sq* = SqA-We can write SqA-= SqA-> Sq2'" + Sq2'' SqA-'. Since i > t + 1 we can ignore the term SqA,1Sq2' . For s/(2) acts unstably on //*. Likewise, by 6.3 and the fact that /' > / + 1 > s + 1, we can ignore the term Sq2' SqA'-'. Sq* = Sq2'SqA': Since degx = 2' + 1 + 2s -2 and i > t + 1 we must have /' = t + 1 and deg z = 1. However s/ (2) acts trivially on Q in degree 1. This concludes the proof of 6.7.
Because of Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 the operation <f> associated to (6.5) is defined on y and we have To establish the last equality we use the identities aSqA-' = a(SqA'Sq2' + Sq2'SqA<) = 0.
The fact that a Sq2' = 0 follows from 6.3. The fact that a SqA< Sq2' = 0 follows from the fact that s/(2) acts unstably on //*. Secondly, for each 2q > 2s +1 we have
For the last equality a Sq' = a SqJ = 0 if i and j axe even by 6.3 while a Sq' Sq = a SqJ Sq = 0 if i andj axe odd by 2.3.
Thus a ® a annihilates every summand in p*$(y) except for x ® x. It follows that (a2,4>(y)) = (a ® a, p*4>(y)) = (a ® a, x ® jc) =t 0.
This forces a2 =£ 0 providing the desired contradiction to 2.4.
The monomial 8,k ■ • • 6,k0lk is fc-allowable if lm < lm_x < ■ ■ ■ < l2< lv An allowable monomial is a product M0M, ■ ■ ■ M, ■ ■ ■, where M, is an /-allowable monomial and all but a finite number of the M, are empty products. We will show that the allowable monomials are a basis of s/(2). Actually, we will prove a stronger result. To simplify notation let A = s/(2). Let E0A be the associated graded Hopf algebra obtained from the augmentation filtration on A. The rest of the section will be spent in proving Theorem 7.4. The allowable monomials are a basis of E0A.
(C) The Lie algebra L. Now E0A is a primitively generated Hopf algebra (see [13] ). Let L = PEqA, the module of primitives. We can define a restricted Lie algebra structure on L via the two maps Then E0A = U(L), the universal enveloping Hopf algebra of L (see [13] ). So, to describe E0A it suffices to describe L. Let s; = Sq2',
The following three results completely describe the restricted Lie algebra structure of L. where $ ": A * -» A* ® ^* is comultiplication. The associated graded Hopf algebra QEA* is the dual Hopf algebra of E0A (see [2, 1.3] ). The Hopf algebra structure of QEA+ can be derived from that of A+. If {x"x2,...} is a set of polynomial generators of A* (i.e. At = Z/2 [xx, x2,...]), then 0EA+ is an exterior algebra on the set of {x2J\i > 1, j ?> 0} (see [2, Theorem 1.2] as well as the discussion leading up to it). So let ek = if. Then Lemma 7.8 . 0EA + is an exterior algebra on the set {ek\k > 0, / > 1}.
As for the coalgebra structure of 0EA*, the set {£2 } satisfies the identitŷ r=E,+,wsr®*2'.so Lemma 7.9 . <£*e* = E,+y_/e*+-/ ® ek.
In particular Lemma 7.10 . ^"c,* = e^1'1 ® • • • ® <?* + 1 ® cf.
Proof of Proposition 7.5. The pairing between £0,4 and 0EA* induces a pairing between L = PE0A* and Q0EA*, the module of indecomposables for 0EA*. We To prove 7.4 it suffices to prove that the allowable monomials are a spanning set of E0A. Let Mn = the rank of E0A in degree n (as a Z/2 vector space), Nn = the number of allowable monomials of degree n.
Lemma 7.13. Af" = Nnfor all n.
Proof. We have the identities £M"r= n (i + r2'"-2')= LKt". n»0 0<7<i n>Q
For the first equality think of Mn as being the rank of 0EA* m degree n. Since 0EA* is an exterior algebra on the elements {ej}, the Poincare series of 0EA* is n0</<i(l + t2'+1~v). Regarding the second equahty the Poincare series zZn>0Nnt" of allowable monomials is the same as that of an exterior algebra on the symbols {Oj}.
So, again LNnt" = U0<J<I(1 + t2L+'~2J). Q.E.D.
Our proof of 7.4 will be by induction. We will show that for each n > 0 (*) the allowable monomials in {Sq1,... ,Sq2"} form a spanning set for^(«).
To prove (*) foxSf'(n) we will require the following result: Lemma 7.14. // mx, m2 ay(n -1), then m,Sq2"m2 = TLx<i^nm'fi" for some rn', ey(n -1).
Proof. We can assume m, and m2 axe in allowable form. We will prove 7.14 by an inductive argument based on degm2. If degm2 = 0, then 7.14 holds trivially. Suppose it is true provided degw2 < k. Let degw2 = k. Write m2 = Sq2' m'2. If i < n -2, then w,Sq2"w2 = m,Sq2"Sq2'm'2 = w1Sq2Sq2"Sqw2 (by 7.6) and we have reduced the degree of m2. So suppose i = n -1. Either m2 = 0f~l whence w1Sq2"w2 = m,0f, or m2 = 0"-1Sq2" m'f In this latter case Sq2"w2 = Sq2" Of Sq2"~'m2 = 5/Sq2""w2 + £w;Sq2"w; (by 7.11) = Sq2"" Sfm2 + £w}Sq2"m;' (by 7.6) = £m;Sq2"m;', where degm', > 0 and degm" < k. So we have again reduced the degree of m2.
We can extend 7.14 to Lemma 7.15. Ifmx, m2,...,mk + x g y(« -1), then
where m', G 5f(n -1).
Proof. By induction. The initial case is 7.14. By induction we can write mx Sq2" m2 ■ ■ ■ mkSq2" mk+x = £m1Sq2"m;rJ/; -■ ■ 0". Apply 7.14 to mx Sq2" m\ and we have reduced mx Sq2" m2 ■ ■ ■ mkSq2"mk+x to the desired form. Q.E.D.
We now prove (*) fox£f(n). Given a monomial M = m, Sq2" m2 • • • mk Sq2" mk + x let D = (dx, d2,...,dk+x,0,0,...), where d, = degm,. Order the sequences {/)} lexicographically. We will proceed by induction on this ordering. We can assume, by 7 .15 that M is of the form M = mO," ■■■ 0", m c^y(n -1).
Since m can be assumed to be in allowable form, M will be in allowable form provided i, < i2 < ■ ■ ■ < ik. If ir+x > ir for some r, then M contains (Of)2. But, by (B) Proof of Proposition 8.6(a). We will assume that Proposition 8.6 and, hence, Theorem 8.1 hold in even degree < 2n. We will prove Proposition 8.6(a) in degree 2« by induction on i.
Initial case i = 1. Write 0 = 0'Sq2'. Since s/(2) acts unstably on H* we have t < r. To eliminate t < r observe that degaf?' = 2r+1 + 2' -2. If t < r then, by Proposition 6.1, we have aO' Sq2* ¥= 0 for 2k > 2'. This contradicts the fact that 0 is chosen to have maximal even degree so that aO ¥= 0.
General case. Assume 8.6(a) holds fory < i. So we can write 0 = 0'Sq2l0rk,l + x0f>/+2---0/K We want to show t = r -i.
First of all (*) t > r -i.
Otherwise, by Rule 8.2,  aO = a8'Sq2'8rki,+ x ■ ■ ■ *,*> = a0'0fii + x ■ ■ ■ 0f> Sq2'. Now degaO'Orki,+ x ■■■ Of = 2r+l + 2' -2. So, by Proposition 6.1, we have aS'6rk-, + i ■ ■ ■ Of1 Sq2Ar * 0 for 2k > 2'. This contradicts the fact that 8 was chosen to have maximal even degree and satisfy ad + 0. Second, (**) t < r -i.
Since 8 is allowable, t < fc,. By Rule 8.5, r < fc,. Suppose r -i < t < fc,. By Rule 8.2
we can replace Sq2' 8fil + x in 0 by 0" Sq2'Sq2'" Sq2' 0 '". So a0 = a0'0"Sq2'Sq2'"Sq2'rr".
On the other hand, by Rule 8.4 , we may replace Sq2' Sq2'f Sq2' by Sq2' Sq2+ . So a0 = a0'0"Sq2'"Sq2'"0'".
However aO'O" Sq2'Sq2'" Sq2' # 0 and O'O" Sq2'" Sq2'" # 0 contradict the following restiction.
Lemma 8.9. Either Sq2' or Sq2' Sq2' act trivially on Q in any given degree < 2n + (2'+1 + 2').
Proof. We can assume that 8.6, and hence 8.1, holds in degree < 2n. If we dualize, then, given jc g Q2k where 2k < 2n -(2'+1 + 2'),Sq2'x ^ 0 implies 2' g 2k while Sq2'+ x ¥= 0 implies 2'+1 g 2k. If we let y = Sq2'jc, then it follows from the above that 2' + 1 G deg y = 2fc + 2'. We are still in low enough degree to apply 8.1 and conclude Sq2'"Sq2'jc = Sq2'"jc = 0.
(C) Proof of Proposition 8.6 (b) . As in (B) we will assume that 8.1 holds in degree < 2n. We can also assume 8.6(a) holds in degree 2n. Since 0 is allowable, km < km-i < • *' < kv Suppose fc, < k,+ x < ■ ■ ■ < kx. If fc,+1 = k, (= t + 1), then a0 = a0'0jf}0'rflx0rk^+2---0^, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where k,_x > t + 2. Use Rule 8.2. We have a8 = a8' Sq2'" Sq2' 0'rl} Sq2"'0'r_l + x0rki/+2 ■ ■ • Of' = a0'Sq2,+1Sq2,Sq2'+l0;:j0;_i+x0;_i+x0rkl-/+2 ■ ■ ■ Of'. By Rule 8.3 we can replace Sq2'" Sq2'Sq2'" by Sq2'"Sq2' + Sq2'Sq2'+\ We now show that such a substitution forces aO = 0. Let a = aO'. We will show In particular k,_x > k,• = t + 2. First, consider 5 Sq2'+2Sq2'. Let 2/ = degaSq2'". Then 21 = 2k -2' + 2. So, 2' g 2k forces 2' g 2/. By 8.1(a), a Sq2'"Sq2' = 0.
Second, consider aSq2'Sq2'"2. Let 21' = degaSq2'. Then 21' = 2k -2'. So, by (*), \(2V) = \(2k) -1 = r -1. By 8.1 (b) we can find 8 '" such that aO '" # 0, where deg aO '" = 2r -1. But, then af?' Sq2' 0 '" #0 contradicts the fact that 8 was chosen to have the maximal even degree such that a8 # 0.
